Introducing the

Seal any doorway in
under a minute.
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The ZipDoorTM
is available
for standard
and commercial
doors
The new ZipDoor kit is a great way to create a dust
barrier when all you need to seal is the doorway. One
person can install it in under a minute.
You’ll save hours on jobs with lots of doors like
commercial office space, hotels, hospitals, and more.
The savings can really add up.
The ZipDoor kit is also great for residential jobs.
Use it for kitchen and bath remodeling, or for
sectioning off any work area. And, the ZipDoor
makes it easy to meet the EPA’s RRP requirement
for a covered doorway.

Attaching the ZipDoor is easy.

n Pays for itself in time savings
n For standard doors, up to 3’ x 7’
n For commercial doors up to 4’ x 8’
n Made from 4 mil plastic sheeting
n
n
n
n

(commercial unit is flame retardant)
Two heavy duty zippers pre-installed
Includes new ZipWall® double-sided tape
Can be repositioned easily for up to 1 hour
Ideal for EPA RRP rule use

TM

Attaching the ZipDoor to any door frame is a snap. Just follow
these simple steps and you’ll be done in less than a minute.
Test ZipWall® Tape compatibility on a surface that will not
be visible before applying it to the doorway.
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Clean dust from surface
of doorway.
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Another innovative
dust control product by
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Holding the ZipDoor sheet at the top,
place it so the sheet is centered on the
doorway. Important: Leave two to three
inches of sheeting to overlap at the floor.
This limits dust from coming under the door.
Press sheet against tape.
The ZipDoor sheet may be repositioned
easily for the first few minutes. A full-strength
bond will occur after about an hour.
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Apply ZipWall Tape at the
top of the doorway. The
low-tack adhesive faces paint, hightack adhesive is covered by red
release-paper.
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Remove red release-paper.
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Apply ZipWall Tape to the left and
right sides of the doorway. Be sure
to overlap with tape at the top to
create a continuous seal around
the door. Then remove the red
release-paper.
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Install the enclosed Flap
Hooks for holding up the
door flap when easy access is
needed. On the back of the flap,
poke the short end of the hooks
through the plastic sheeting just
below the top of the doorway and
let them hang there ready for use.
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To remove: Carefully
peel the tape and
plastic off the doorframe.
To minimize paint damage
pull the tape off slowly.
Note: ZipWall® Tape is rated for 14
day use.

To reuse: carefully peel the tape off the ZipDoor. When
you are ready to use the ZipDoor again, use only genuine
ZipWall double-sided tape.

For more information call 800 718 2255 or visit us at www.zipwall.com

Our new ZipWall tape was designed for use
with the ZipDoor kit, but it is also ideal for
putting a barrier over built-ins, cabinets or
furniture that can’t be moved. One side of
ZipWall tape is gentle on painted surfaces
like traditional painter’s tape. The other side
has an adhesive specially designed to hold
plastic sheeting.
ZipWall tape is available in two sizes:

1” x 20 yards and 2” x 20 yards
ONE It’s always a good idea to do a test before
TIP: applying tape to any finished surface.
®
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